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@creatorKeith from Doctor NON CR. 2023Feb9 
from 5 days ago. Tied to 
ChildProtectCoalition.com and 
CharlesROGERS.org I personally paid and 
PROCREATED for Charles to be world famous. 
well you just confirmed everything that I stated about executing low level 
offenders and drug addicts with real criminals. So at least I nor anyone else has 
to spell it out that you’re another Hitler and Mao combined into one Big Bird. So 
nobody is going to support a genocidal lunatic whom wants to execute 
everyone whose ever smoked a joint nor got busted for DUI. 

  Those are not the criminal stereotypes we the people want executed. We want 
people like you in a place to where you cannot harm anyone else with your 
nonsense and false allegations. But why would the government want to lock you 
up if it already pays you to spread your hate filled videos with Reps Jordan and 
Comer conducting investigations into Joe and Hunter Biden so I cannot wait 
until your name comes up during the Oversight committee’s investigations 
because then your sons, ex, brother and sister has plenty to say about you of all 
people and guess what? 

  They have all of the evidence they need just from your videos and my 
testimonies and we all know how criminal the magnitude of your upcoming 
criminal charges are going to be. Your brother Doug will probably dress up like 
General Patton for the special occasion. Why heck I may buy it for him. Lol I 
guess mass murder and mass executions are justified in you mind if they’re 
done in the name of God. Really? Are you trying to compete with the Church of 
Rome?

   But I have never spoken with your sons, nor ex and that’s pretty slicky how 
you showed me one house you claimed belonged to your brother and at the last 
minute after relieving myself that one night I discovered to be your brother 
Doug’s house and I’ll be the first to admit that if he and I had the table turned I 
would have been concerned myself and thst is why your brother thank God 
contacted me and helped me put 2 and 2 together and double checked the 
equation. So you want to play Mr smart guy and play the victim of your own 
demise because you love to stir up problems and fights so everybody I’ve talked 
to wants to sell tickets to see you and I go at it in the ring. 


We’ve agreed to donate the proceeding to the NC Coalition For Children to get 
the death penalty for raping and sex trafficking of children and since you’re 
quick to talk your smack are you interested in a fight to raise money for charity? 
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I told another witness that I thought that it’s an excellent idea but we just figured 
all Big Bird is well that’s just an oversized Chicken. All clicking and plucking and 
more more than flying enough to escape a good old fashioned butt whooping. 

   So I guess going to be a no out of you because we all know how Big Bird is, 
just a talker. Why heck it might draw more challengers and I eventually get my 
butt whooped by someone and it would serve a good cause well two at least 
but if you’re interested in a UFC type match I’ve already got my gloves ready do 
you have a pair?


KEITH





CreatorKeith

1 second ago

 @charles rogers  repeat that WORST criminals and terrorists WILL go to 
PRISON and many to death row at the TOP of the criminal pryamid since THEY 
refuse to surrender like what I personally experienced in Philippines by orders of 
President Duterte to reverse the horrible SHABA and underground criminal 
enterprises since 110 million LiberateFilipinos.org have been slave traded 
unrelentlessly past 525 years. Again, Dr NON CR has never been paid or 
recognized FOR ANY of his lifetime contributions BECAUSE he was discredited 
BY his very own addictions and claims HE is emergency provisional 
GOVERNOR appointed by NC GOV Jimmy Hunt back during manhunt of Eric 
Rodolph Murphy NC back in 1996-2001 era. See the dates now. Keith is 100% 
victimized by ROBERT DEE ROSE, DOUGLAS VERNON DUNCAN, and literally 
each person we PAID to have keith released into federal witness protection 
program we applied direct through Sally Q Yates Sept 14, 2011 BEFORE we 
were kidnapped and almost killed by each person shown at DUNCANCLAIM.org 
22-1-3042-68 that demonstrates to 8 billion MORTALS how to turnover any 
violator to OUR NEW DOSJ.org reformed SolutionLawENFORCEMENT.com use 
of GODsConstitution.org also perfected forever.
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FROM Charles emotional ADDICT Rolly polly Rogers.


The only massive crime I can find on Sherry Duncan was waking up and getting 
the hell out of the marriage to a Ritalin junky who thinks he so much smarter 
than everyone else but signed a power of attorney to everything he owned to a 
fellow inmate he never met until going to jail and now that’s everyone’s fault but 
his. What remains to be seen is who dragged who into the contracts, Keith or 
Rose. Thst appears to be a no brainer since Rose was young enough to be 
playing with GI Joe while all of the terrorism was going down in the 1980’s. How 
can we pinpoint the Weather Underground members? Listen to them snitching 
themselves out and trying to spread their Marxist ideology onto others. What is 
Keith’s solution for all other addicts and white collar criminals? Execute them all 
with the other criminals. That’s his solution to eliminate all crime is genocide of 
everyone but himself and his supporters. Now who was truly diagnosed as a 
nutcase and who wasn’t between he and I? Why don’t others Judge based upon 
the preponderance of evidence instead of what I have to say about it? How 
many witnesses does Keith have? Not 1 witness at all on his and It’s all based 
upon modified evidence which he has modified so who modifies their own 
evidence which can be used in court? Only Keith Duncan so if he’s not an idiot 
then he’s everything he tries to depict everyone else as. That’s what extremely 
narcissistic people do. They manipulate the situation to blame it on who they 
want to look bad. That’s how everyone involved in the Oklahoma City bombing 
and other terrorist attacks and their minions operate.


charles rogers 
6 days ago


Yeah the moment CreatorKeith drove me back from meeting Cobb PD and I was 
able to positively identify Craig Menear the CEO of Home Depot as one of my 
abductors from July 7, 2001 whom admitted to choking Jonbenet with the 
garrote CreatorKeith immediately started his smear campaign against me so go 
figure it out folks who is the liar and who is telling the truth when I have plenty of 
witnesses and some Keith has met whom will be testifying in court against the 
terrorists so judge for yourselves as to why if all people that I also fell under 
Keith’s deranged attacks. 

   I have over 5 hours of recorded conversations with JD No 2 of the Oklahoma 
City Bombing while Keith wants to try to discredit me as a witness through his 
videos and comments. Yes I’m guilty of not handling my investigations into he 
and his brother Doug properly but at least Doug has cleared himself of any and 
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all criminal wrongdoing but as we can see that’s not the case with Keith Duncan 
who’s head deep involved in it.
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